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Abstract. “Modeling” in the context of computer security has the
same comotation as in the fields of science and engineering, that
of an abstraction used for the consideration of a problem of
interest. One recent criticism of the Bell-La Padnla model con-
fused this notion of “modeling” with a foundational notion of
“model” or “interpretation” and, in addhion, included intrinsic
errors of reasoning.

MODELS IN SCIENCE

“Models” in the computer security field have generally been
constructed as an aid in analyzing “security” properties of interest.
[see, for example, 1-15]. IU this usage, computer security models
fall into the tradition of physical science, engineering, and much
of mathematics. The general paradigm is the trading of detail for
clarity by the suppression of irrelevant detail in favor of simplified
abstractions for analysis.

The success of abstraction as a way to treat difficult problems
has been enormous. The laws of universrd gravitation developed
by Newton in his consideration of solar-sized celestiat mechanics
did not treat all the factors in a terrestrial environment and did not
anticipate events larger and smaller than the ones of interest (for
example, relativistic effects near large masses and nuclear interac-
tions), but his progress in understanding the topic at hand was
important and well-founded.

“Modeling” in the physical sciences has usually dealt ‘with a

set of external constraints. In the physics of Newton’s time, for
example, constructing abstractions of observed events such as light
and the motion of planets that both correctly described the events
‘and alIowed the formulation of testing predictions was de rigueur.
The three laws formulated by Kepler concerning the motions of
phmets were acceptable as a pure description. From Newton came
the general explanatory theory, universal gravitation, from which
the motion of planets could be derived. His theory agreed with
current observations and provided specific predictions of great
accuracy about the future motion of the sun’s satellites. When the
motion of Uranus was found to vary significantly from the predic-
tions based on Newton’s theory, it was possible to analyze the
variation and to postulate the presence of a previously-unseen
planet whose gravitational effect would canse the discrepancies
observed. The strength of the Newtonian model was increased in
this demonstration that the model could guide the way to expand-
ing the set of observed celestial facts.

Newtonian celestial mechanics as a model of the external
reality of planets, satellites, and the sun includes the characteristics
of (1) accurate description of the phenomena of interest, (2) general
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mechanisms for the anatysis of such phenomena, and (3) specific
analyses, some deriving known resuhs and others providing
testable predictions (a kind of single-blind experiment of the
predictive power of the model). As a representative of the concept
of a “model” as an abstraction of the reality of concern, Newton’s
model is close to ideaL

Newton’s theory also demonstrates other fates to which
abstraction-models are prey. Newton’s theory could not accommo-
date the observed motion of Mercury. It required relativistic
notions of geodesics as the “paths that light travels” rather than
Euclidean straight lines to resolve that anomaly. Further, Newton’s
theory when applied to the evolving understanding of atoms fell
short. Quantum mechanics was required to deal with atomic and
nuclear phenomena, not least because the important factors of
behavior at that scale were not included in Newton’s considera-
tions. Thus, Newton’s theory, in a historical perspective, demon-
strates that a model can have omitted a detail of importance or
could find its success causing practitioners to apply it beyond its
range of applicability. Both these sitnations embody an undesirable
aspect of a model, aspects one can term “incompleteness” and
“inapplicability”. Surely one could not fault Newton’s model of the
solar system for failing to take the weak nuclear force into account.
One could have criticized it for failing to represent the interaction
of Uranus and Neptune properly (bad that been so), or for having
errors found in the derivation from the law of universal gravitation
to the observed facts of planetary motion (were that the case).

Another undesirable feature of a model of physical science is
a failure to survive a test of a prediction that distinguishes it from a
rival model. In 1935, Albert Einstein and two colleagues published
a summary of their unease about the implications of the
“Copenhagen Interpretation” of quantum mechanics [16]. Part of
that paper described a thought-experiment that concluded that the
Copenhagen Interpretation implied that two photons speeding away
from each could affect each other at enormous distance, despite the
limitations of the speed of light. The paper concluded that “No
reasonable definition of reality could be expected to permit this.”
This paper’s central thesis, called the “EPR paradox”, posed an
important challenge to the correctness of the Copenhagen interpre-
tation. In 1982, an experiment carried out under the leadership of
Alain Aspect [17] demonstrated that the proposed experiment did
indeed match the prediction of the Copenhagen interpretation, and
did not confirm the negative conclusions of the EPR paradox. The
Aspect experiment confirmed the “soundness” (in the sense of free-
dom from demonstrated flaw) of the Copenhagen interpretation and
showed the EPR point of view to be “unsound.” It is important to
note that the intellectual difficulty was the apparent contiict
between the implications of the model and “reality”: the apparent
‘‘ ‘paradox’ is only a conflict between reality and your feeling of
what reality ‘ought to be’ ‘‘ [18].
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MODELS IN COMPUTRR SECURITY

These general views of “model” in science have been
described in some detail in order to illuminate the context in which
“modeling” of computer security was undertaken in the early
1970’s. As a particuku’ example, the Bell-La Padula model [19-23]
was undertaken to provide a before-the-fact analysis tool for the
consideration of the general design problem of conceiving and con-
structing “secure computer systems”. It was held that such model-
ing of computer security required that a resulting “model” satisfy
the following characteristics:

e descriptive capability — the ability to describe the situation
of interest;

* general mechanisms — analytical tools to aid in the analysis
of “secure computer systems”; and

● specific solutions - direct synthesis and analysis aid in the
consideration of specific computer systems.

As illustrated above, these characteristics fall directly in line with
the usual notion of a “model” in the physical sciences, as well as
in engineering and many branches of mathematics,

In the case of computer security, however, there was not as
clear an external reality against which to compare the model as was
the case in the physical sciences. Part of the initial problem was
resolving the slippery nature of the terms “security” and “secure”.
The direction that was taken in [19-23] was to define carefidly
those terms as they were to be used in the model itself. The intent
was to divide review of model results into two distinguishable
parts: the appropriateness of the definition of “security” and a crit-
ical review of the “soundness” (that is, “freedom from error”) of
the treatment of defined-security. TIN decision to call the
specially-defined notion “security” was deliberate the facets incor-
porated are important facets of the intuitive notion of “security”.
The intent was to treat the initially identified facets and then aug-
ment the definition with additional facets.

The facets of intuitive-security included in defmed-sectrrity
were identified sequentially rather than all at once. The first facet
included was the notion of “cotidentiality” or “compromise of
information”. The facet was included as the simple-security pro-
perty (so-called as it is the direct analogue to published military
regulations about access to classified documents).

a state satisfies the simple-security property (ss-property) pro-
vided every access of a subject to an object in a view-mode
satisfies the condition that the security level of the subject
dominate the security level of the object.

The second facet was the notion of informal need-to-know,
the idea that a person is allowed access only to those documents
required in the performance of assigned tasks. The model
representation was as the discretionary-security property:

a state satisfies the dkcretionaxy-security property (ds-
property) provided every access of a subject to an object in
any mode satisfies the condition that it is explicitly recorded
as permitted within the access matrix, ~the repository of per-
mission data.

The third facet included was a derived property. It was
derived from consideration of factors outside the realm of the
model itself, but it comprised an internal counter to the external
problem of unauthorized information flow. This facet of defined-
security was called “*-property” (read “star-property”) md
addresses the prevention of information flow into objects of inap-
propriate security level.

a state satisfies the *-property provided every object currently
accessed in a view-mode by a particular subject has a security
level that is dominated by the security level of every other
object currently accessed by that subject in an alter-mode.

These three facets of intuitive-security are the totality of
defined-security within the Bell-La Padula model. Those facets
are not all the facets of intuitive-security of interesd that fact was
noted in the Unified Exposition and Multics Interpretation volume
of the model documents [22, pp. 67-73]. Nevertheless, within the
context of a “model” as art abstraction within which to investigate
a problem of interest, the Bell-La Padula model does capture those
three facets — surely three highly desirable characteristics — and
does so in a way that allows both inhial, rough analysis of design
plans (or accomplishments) and more incisive analysis in the pro-
cess of trying to represent the design of interest in modeling terms.

USING THE MODEL

The way in which dds model is put to use is important in try-
ing to understand both criticisms and defenses. As a tool for the
construction of trusted systems, use of the model must entail two
distinct activities. The first is faithful representation : one must
use the descriptive capability of the model to describe the system
accurately. Without an accurate description, the second activity,
analysis
of the model’s representation of the problem, will be neither

relevant nor instructive. hr the case of a model that uses the notion
of states and transitions, the activity of faithful representation
requires both that all relevant transitions be identified and that
every identified transition be described correctly. Analysis of a
model’s representation of a situation is limited by the results of the
faithful representation activity: correct analysis of an incomplete or
flawed model of the situation will not be valuable. Thus the use of
a model requires thoughtful comparison of the details of the situa-
tion to the definitions and limitations of the model to be employed.
h error at any step using the model will lead to faulty implica-
tions.

It is important to note that the intrinsic modeling results apply
exclusively to the analysis portion of model use. The critical step
between the situation of interest and the descriptive capability and
general mechanisms of the model is that of faithtul representation.
It is further important to realize that the implications of the model
to a situation are limited to those issues included within the pur-
view of the model.

THE CRITICISM

The criticism of the Bell-La Padula contained in [24] rests on
a hypothetical “system” termed “System Z.” The essence of SYS-

tem Z is a single state transition that downgrades every object in
the system to lattice-low and grants permission to access every
object in every mode to every subject in the system. Since the
point of System Z is the Immsition rather than any proposal of a
system for implementation, the transition of [24] will be referred to
here as the Basic Z Rule, or BZR. To facilitate a precise description
of BZI?, a brief review of modeting terms and concepts is required.

The model of [19-23] expresses events and situations of
interest in terms of “subjects” (active entities denoted collectively
as S ) and “objects” (passive entities denoted collectively as O).
The concept of a subject “accessing” an object is addressed using
abstract access modes A = (r, e, w, a, c ). The access modes nota-
tions were chosen for mnemonic value — r for read, e for execute,
w for (read)/write,a for append, and c for control. Nevertheless,
the access modes are strictly speaking uninterpreted and not identi-
cal to instances of similarly-named access modes in particular com-
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puter systems. The only implications of the abstract access modes
are that an r access mode implies the ability to view the contenfs
of the accessed object, but not the ability to rdter its contents.
Similarly, e implies the ability neither to view nor to alter the
object’s contents; w implies both view and alter capability a
implies the ability to alter but not to view; and c represents the
ability to “control” access to the object and does not imply the abil-
ity to view or alter the contents of the object in question. A
subject’s accessing an object in an access mode x is represented as
a triple (S, O, x). The complete set of current access is the set b.

Access permission is reflected in an access matrix M. M is
indexed by S and O; the entries are a subset of the set of abstract
access modes and reflect the modes of access M allows to subject
S with respect to object O.

Elements of both .S and O have security levels, defined by a
function level:,$ u O + L, where L is a set of security levels,
partially ordered by a relation dom. Every subject rdso has associ-
ated with it two other levels, the “alter-minimum” (a-rein) and the
“view-maximum” (v-mm ), with the limitations that
level (S) dom v –max (S) dom a–rein(S). Two security levels L1 and
L2 are dom–related (denoted by dom-rel) provided that either
(L1 dom L2) or (~ dom Ll). The functions (level, v-max, u -rein )

are referred to collectively as f.

A state consists of a triple (b, M, fi the set of all states is
denoted by V. A state is defined to be “secure” provided it
satisfies the simple-security-property, the discretionary-security-
property, and the *-property

●

●

and

●

a state satisfies the simple-security-property (ss-property)
provided every current access by a subject S to an object O
in a mode that implies viewing of the object’s contents
(specifically, r or w mode) satisfies the condition that
level (S) dom level (Ok

a state satifies the discretionary-security-property provided
that every current access by a subject S to an object O in
access mode x implies that x G MS,o;

a state satisfies the *-property provided every current access
by a subject S to an object O satisfies the conditions that

*-property provided every current access by a subject S
to an object O satisfies the conditions that

(v)

and

(a)

if the mode of access implies viewing of the
object’s contents (speciticatly, r or w mode), then

[v-ma-x(S) dom level(0)] and

[a-rein (S) dom-rel level(0)],

if the mode of access implies altering the object’s
contents (specifically, u or w mode), then

[level(0) dom a -rein(S)] and

[v –ma (S) dom–rel 1.wJ (0)];

A system is a subset of X x Y x Z, where X is a
sequence of “requests” (inputs) from the set R, Y is a
sequence of “decisions” (outputs) from the set D, and Z is a
sequence of states from the set V. More specifically, if W is
a relation on R x D x Vx V, then ~(R, D, W, Zo) is the sys-

tem defined by

(x, y,z) is in ~(R, D, W,ZJ if and only if
(x,, y,, z,, z,.,) is in W for each t in T (the totally
ordered time set), where Z. is art initial state of the

system, usually of the form (0, M, 0.

~ (R, D, W, z,) is ss-secure (ds-secure, *-property-

secure) if z, is ss-secure (ds-semre, *-property-secure) for
every t e T and every (x, y, z) in ~(R, D, W, ZO).

~ (R, D, W, ZO) is defined to be “secure” if it is ss-secure,
ds-secnre, and *-property-secure.

The relation W is usually defined by a set of rules
{p[ p: Rx V+ DxV). A rule associates with each
request-state pair (input) a decision- state (output). A rule p is
secure-state-preserving if and only if v* is a secure whenever
p(R, V) = (D, v*) and v is a secure state. &k-property-presening,*-Property-preservMg, and ds-property-preserving

rules are defined amlogously.

The principal results of [22] (together comprising the
Basic Security Theorem) are that given an initial state that is
secure (satisfies the ss-property, the *-property, and the ds-
property) and a set to of rules, each one of which is secure-
state-preserving, the resulting system ~ (R, D, W(m), ZO) is

itself secure.

A description of the basic Z rule within this rule struc-
ture is straightforward. Let N&m represent the access matrix
each cell of which consists of the complete set of access
modes A. LetWW : S + { Iattic-low ). For a security level
function level, let level~m denote the security level derived
from level by setting IevelDm(object)= L –low and
level~mIs = level IS ; that is, fevel~m has the same value for
every subject in .S and assigns the lowest value in the set of
security levels L to every object in O. Following the notation
of [23], the unspecified boolean function bzr(subject, v)
below represents limitations on the applicability of BZR out-
side the purview of security concerns.

The basic rule of system Z can thus be represented as
follows:

Request R = (regrade,S)

Semantics: Subject S requests that all objects be regraded to
L-low and that M be set to allow all subjects to
access all objects in all modes

I

(yes, (b, MDm, (levelBm, WW, v-mox)))

BZR(S, V)= if bzr(S, v)

(no, v) otherwise

The claimed implications of BZR, as stated in [24], are as fol-
lows:

The fact that system Z gives all subjects access to
all objects shows that it is the Bell-La Padula
model that is inadequate. [24, p. 128]

This claim is serious if valid. A critique of that premise,
however, requires the consideration of another meaning for
the word “model”.

ANOTHERCONCEPTOF “MODELING”
The term “model” has a different sort of meaning in the

context of the foundations of mathematics. When logicians
and foundational mathematicians have a set of axioms and
wish to establish its consistency (its inability to imply con-
tradicto~ statements), they construct a “model” satisfying the
axioms. The idea is that by demonstrating an example of the
class represented by the axioms, one can show conditioned
consistency the example is consistent provided the basis of
the example is consistent. This is an example of the conser-



vation of complexity. One can show the consistency of
Riemamian geometry (no parallels) by giving a model based
on a sphere, with great circles playing the role of “lines”.
This, however, presumes the consistency of Euclidean
geometry. One can show the consistency of Euclidean
geometry by using the Cartesian identification ordered pairs
of numbers for points, equations for lines and curves, and so
on. This argument presumes the consistency of arithmetic.
Unfortunately this regression leads to fundamental difficulties
represented by G13edel’stheorem. The search for consistency,
like the search for absolutes in foundational work, founders
on the inherently intractable nature of reality.

The use of the term “model” in [24] is neither model-
as-abstraction nor that used in consistency discussions. There
the identification is made between “defining the concept of
security” and “constructing formal security policy models” (p.
123). The following discussion states that “a security model
should be formulated [two separate ways] and then both for-
mulations should be proven equivalent” (p. 124). As an
motivating analogy, the several “explications” of predicate
calculus are offered, with the concepts of “completeness
theorem” and “soundness theorem”. A completeness theorem
in the sense of [24] shows that every derivable formula is
valid (in the sense of being a “logical truth” or “tautology”)
[25, p. 55]. A soundness theorem in the sense of [24] shows
that every vrdid formula (that is, a tautology) is derivable.

It is interesting to note that these uses of the term
“model” are in contrast to the usual usage in science aud
mathematics. “Model” usually connotes an abstraction,

whereas the consistency usage connotes a more concrete
example and the separate-explications usage views a “model”
as being less a tool than a topic of foundational research. The
difficulty these varying connotations pose is the possibility of
confusion about which sort of model is at issue and what
standards are appropriate for judging that model.

THECLASHOFPERSPECTIVES
Judging a model-as-abstraction proceeds as described in

MODELS IN SCIENCE above. One checks for its fidelity to
relevant facts about reality. One checks that the topic
addressed is the topic of interest. One checks for errors in
the analysis.

Judging a model in the realm of foundationrd studies
can be very difficult. The demonstration of consistency
involves building an example (a “model” or “interpretation”)
that satisfies the set of axioms of interest. The consideration
of redundant and complementary explications of a concept
proceeds by establishing that the two (or more) explications
mutually imply each other.

The goals and methods are clearly substantially
different. There is also the potential for confusion based on
the “overloading” of the word “model.” However, that over-
loading does not justify the application of cross-field stan-
dards to a “model”. A model such as the Bell-La Padula
model that was constructed as an abstraction to rdlow analysis
free of irrelevant detail never claimed to be a justification of
“axioms” in a foundational sense, nor did it claim to capture
all the facets of intuitive-security. Continuation of the con-
sideration of BZR must, therefore, be bipartite, treating
separately its implications in the context of model-as-
abstraction and in the context of foundations.

BZR IN THEMODEL-AS-ABSTRACTIONCONTEXT
There are two points to consider. The first is the confu-

sion between defined-security and intuitive-security. The
second is the fact that BZR is not necessarily “insecure” from
an intuitive point of view.

First of all, a system including BZR meets the definition
of security in the Bell-La Padula model. The careful book-
keeping in BZR assures that every following access will meet
the requirements of ds-property. With the point of view that
a model is supposed to aid the construction of trusted sys-
tems, this obse~ation devolves to the question of whether the
transition BZR is desired. If it is desired, it can be
represented. If it is not desired, it can be avoided. The fact
that the naive intuition of some views BZR as “insecure” is
no reflection on the detirred-securhy notion of the Bell-La
Padula model. It explicitly forswore inclusion of any
intuitive-security property except the ss-property, the ds-
property, and the *-property. If one’s intuition leads to a
desire to avoid BZR, one can add to the definition of system
security in the Bell-La Padula model to preclude such transi-
tions.

The prohibition needed is, in fact, the principle of tran-
quility included in [19]. Tranquility as stated there is the sys-
tem characteristic that object security levels do not change
after the initial state . . . That version of “tranquility” will be
termed “strong tranquility” in this pape~ the term “weak tran-
quility” will be used to refer to the system characteristic of
not changing object security levels unless explicitly requested
by a subject authorized to initiate such a change of security
levels. In fact, the relation W in the several evolving instan-
tiation of the Bell-La Padula model exhibit strong tranquility
with the exceptions of the change-object-security-level rules,
and those rules exhibit weak tranquility. Thus, BZR only
highlights an additional facet of intuitive-security that is a
candidate for incorporation into an extension of defined-
security. The desirability of including this additional facet
within defined-security rests on an intuitive feeling the BZR
violates the spirit of intuitive-security.

There are, nevertheless, perfectly acceptable reasons to
want to include BZR within the repertoire of system rules.
To introduce the place of BZR in the construction of trusted
systems, let us consider a scenario of a modeler working in
tandem with a design team in developing a new trusted sys-
tem. The modeler is reviewing the last set of design docu-
mentation and is engaged in the faithful representation
activity. He goes through the creation of a faithful represen-
tation of the new material, and at the end of the exercise, dis-
covers that BZR is on his list of rules to represent the sys-
tem. He views that as odd not many rules regrade every
object in the system. He therefore goes to his designer oppo-
site. He points out the presence of BZR in the interpretation
of the system, and asks, “Is that what you meant?” There are
two cases.

Case (1) She responds: Absolutely not. You’re sure
that’s there? They check. It is there. The design is changed
so that it is not there.

Case (2) She respondx Absolutely. This is a system
designed for forward observers. They pack it in on their
backs, and part of the functional specification is that it have a



function (o destroy all sensitive information in the event of
imminent capture. or overrun. So we overwrite every file,
then regrade the cleansed objects to UNCLASSIFIED. Of
course, the overwrites aren’t visible at the modeling level (it’s
just writes, after all, rather than initial- or terminal- object
accesses that are reflected at the model level). The only part
visible at the TCB interface is the regrade of everything to
UNCLASSIFIED.

In case (2), the invocation of BZR at every state transi-
tion would occasion some discussion, leading most likely to
res~ictions on the invocation of BZR, both in the system
design and in the modeling representation of the system.
Note that the imposition of invocation limitations is nothing
more witidm the modeling context than the refinement of the
additional-policy boolean bzr.

This scenario is not contrived. There are numerous sys-
tems accredited for system high use that have just such func-
tionalisty. Furthermore, the example of BZR shows, as did
the difficulties with the original MITRE secure UNJX proto-
type [26], that overly simple rules (the original *-property in
that case) need to be refined to accommodate reality better,
Trusted, subjects resulted from the prototype’s difficulties.
The inadvisability of absolutely prohibiting BZR and care in
circumscribing the use of fIZR seem to be the clear implica-
tions here.

Tlds consideration of BZR in the context of model-as-
abstraction has shown that its undesirability does not rest on
intrinsic considerations but on intuitive-security notions,
notions that are not universal. This reliance on intuition per-
sists into the consideration of BZR in the context of fomtda-
tions.

BZR IN THECONTEXTOFFOUNDATIONS
The introduction of BZR in [24] purported to demon-

strate the “inadequacy” of the Bell-La Padula model. What
was in fact done was to demonstrate that the two proposed
explications - using secure states and using secure transitions

were not two aspects of the same thing. The conclusion
that it is the Bell-La Padula model that suffers from inade-
quacy is unjustified.

Consider the following definitions on the set of integers:

Definition A d is a GCD of a and b s

((cta~cl~)=cl~l

Definition B: d is a GCD of a and b =

[dla&dl b]&[(c/a&clb)~cl (f]

Definition H d is a GCD of a and b =

[d> O]&[dla &d/ bl&[(c la&c Ib)-cld]

According to definition A, O is a GCD of 4 and 6, as
are 2 and -2. According to definition B, both +2 and -2 are
GCD’S of 4 and 6, 0 is not. According to definition H, onty
+2 is a GCD of 4 and 6. Can one conclude, therefore, that
any of the definitions are “unsound” or “inadequate”? Three
dtfferent definitions of GCD have been presented, no two of
them equivalent no conclusions about soundness or inade-
quacy are justified. Insistence that definition A, in diverging
from normal mathematical definitions of GCD, is somehow
flawed is another example of the error of identifying a
definition with one’s (personal) intuition. When intuitions
differ — as do the definitions above from [27] and [28] —

the folly of over-reliance on intuition becomes evident.

In the same way, the lack of equivalence between the
secure-transition definition of “security” and Bell-La Padtda’s
defined-security demonstrates no more than that the
definitions are different. To conclude that “it is the Bell-La
Padtda model that is inadequate” is to fall into the trap of
using one’s own intuition as a guide for dkcrirninating
between alternative candidates for a definition of sometldttg
like intuitive-security. “But the hktory of thought has not
dealt kindly with the doctiirte of clear and distinct ideas, or
with the doctrine of intuitive knowledge implicit in the
suggestion.” [25, p. 23]

It would have been fair comment to state that the
definition in the Bell-La Padtda did not include facets of
intuitive-security that were personally desired. That conten-
tion, however, wotdd have to face the need for emergency
overrun functionality described above.

The presentation of [24] includes with the principal fault
(intuiting the concept of security and deriving overly-s~ong
conclusions therefrom) several smaller difficulties.

● Following the introduction of BZR and the prirtci-
pal (inaccurate) claim that the Bell-La Padula
model is inadequate, [24] then asserts that “it
should be clear that any explication of security
based solely on the notion of a secure state must
fail for a similar reason.” (p. 128) While it may
be that no secure-state explication can be shown
to be equivalent to the secure-transition explica-
tion of [24], the paper’s argument in no sense
justifies the conclusion a single example does not
justify a claim of universality.

*

●

The notion that the Basic Security Theorem is a
justification of the model is repeated once more
(PP. 123 & 126). The importance of the Basic
Security Theorem is in demonstrating that a
desirable property is inductive. Inductivity is not
a justification, just a pleasant characteristic of
properties. There exist all four combinations of
(inductive or non-inductive) & (desirable or non-
desirable) properties.

An accurate comment on the definition of “secure

aPPe~anCe” ixI tie footnote on p. 126 concludes
with the implicitly strong statement that “without
this restriction, the BST [Basic Security
Theorem] . . . is false.” As noted by reference,
the falsity is of the nature of a secure system that
begirts in a not-necessarily secure state, jumps to
a secure state, and remains secure. The recast
theorems (Al, A2, and A3) and corollary Al
should have been of the folIowing form to avoid
thk difficulty For an a–secure state Zo,

~ (R, D, W, ZO) is a-secure ill W satisfies [set of
conditions]. The error was real but not devastat-
ing. The overstatement masked rather than
ilhrminakxl.

CONCLUSION
The Bell-La Padula model was created in the tradition

of a model as abstraction. It carefully circumscribed the area
of dkconrse it intended to treat. In that context, the criticism
of [24] showed no flaws in the model. The claims to the
contrary were based on the notion of a model as a definition
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of intuitive-security and an overloading of the terms “model”
and “security”. ‘I’he presentation of [24] itself was flawed,
unearned results being claimed and unjustified logical steps
being taken.
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